The latter frequency, if present, should be identifiable as another high azimuthal order sectorial mode and three additional terms, probably due to low-l modes, as proved by the analysis of the first three moments of the line. Owing to the short time baseline and the one-site temporal sampling we consider our results only preliminary but encouraging for a more extensive multisite campaign.
INTRODUCTION
δ Scuti stars are typically population I, A and F mainsequence or slightly post-main-sequence variables of mass M = 1.4−3.0M⊙, either in a stage of H-core or H-shell burning, with projected rotational velocity v sin i in the range of 10−200 km/s. They are located in the lower part of the classical instability strip where the κ mechanism is expected to drive radial and non-radial p modes, modes with mixed p and g character and possibly also g modes. Many of these variables are observed to be low-amplitude, multi-mode pulsators with power spectra sufficiently rich to allow an asteroseismological investigation.
Photometry of δ Scuti stars has allowed to identify lowdegree (l 3), low-order (n 7) p modes (see Garrido 2000 and Poretti 2000 for exhaustive reviews), while additional information came from spectroscopic studies which have confirmed the presence of high-degree non-radial modes with l up to 20 (Mantegazza 2000) in moderate or fast rotators.
In these stars pulsation modes of high degree manifest themselves as cyclical line-profile variability characterized by the appearance of weak (less than 1% of continuum) absorption moving bumps travelling across the rotationally broadened profiles from side to side. Rapid rotation enhances the visibility of high-degree modes because it allows to spatially resolve the wave pattern of the photospheric velocity fields across the stellar disk, leading to a oneto-one correspondence between wavelength in the broaded line profile and position on the stellar surface (the so-called Doppler imaging). Adjacent velocity fields of opposite sign, traveling around the star due to rotation, produce opposite Doppler shifts, effectively causing a re-distribution of the flux across the rotationally broadened line profile and then the appearance of characteristic absorption moving distortions (Vogt & Penrod 1983) . The apparent period of variations is the time for the pattern to repeat itself and it is related to both the phase velocity of the wave and the rotational velocity of the star. on, the number of rapidly rotating δ Scuti stars showing high-degree modes has increased progressively thanks both to the improvements in spectroscopic techniques and theoretical developments which have triggered an extensive monitoring of stars suspected to be non-radial pulsators. To date, 16 δ Scuti high-degree pulsators (see Mantegazza 2000 , Balona et al. 2001 and Koen et al. 2002 have been studied in detail for line-profile variability. Among these stars, γ Bootis (HD127762, A7III) is a bright (V = 3), rapidly rotating δ Scuti star that belongs to a transition group located between the main-sequence variables and the Cepheids. Photometric variations with a period of P = 0.25 days have been reported by Auvergne et al. (1979) . This star is among the few δ Scuti stars with a period longer than 0.20 days (see Rodríguez et al. 2000) . Lineprofile variations in the spectra of the star were detected for the first time by Kennelly et al. (1992) . The authors collected a total of 29 spectrograms, at a time cadence of about 10 min, in two different periods, three months apart, covering a total observing time of about 5 hours. They analyzed the data by sampling at 1.5Å intervals the intensity of the residuals built by subtracting the mean profile from each profile in the series, and then computing the amplitude spectra in the Fourier domain. A period of variation in moving distortions of 0.047 ± 0.002 days was found and interpreted as a high-degree (|m| ≃ 10) non-radial mode with a period of 0.073 days in the corotating frame. The series were not long enough to cover a full cycle of the known photometric period reported by Auvergne et al. (1979) so that Kennelly et al. (1992) obtained only a rough confirmation of it. Since then, to the best of our knowledge, no further and more accurate investigations on pulsations of the star have been reported in literature.
In this paper we present the results of new careful spectroscopic observations of γ Boo performed on a baseline of 6 nights at the INAF -Catania Astrophysical Observatory and compare them with theoretical predictions deduced from a grid of models of the star computed by including the effect of rotation on the stellar model structure and on global oscillations. In Section 2 we describe the acquisition and reduction of the data. In Section 3 we discuss the procedures adopted to determine the atmospheric parameters of the star, necessary to construct realistic models of the star, and those to analyze the line-profile variability and present the results. Finally, in Section 4 we discuss the implications of our finding and draw some conclusion. The spectrograph is fiber-linked to the telescope through an UV-NIR type fiber of 100 µm core diameter. It is designed to work both at high resolution, in cross-dispersion mode, and at low resolution, in single-dispersion mode. The observations were performed in the cross-dispersion configuration making use of both gratings: the 300 grooves/mm echellette grating, blazed at 4.3 deg whose maximum efficiency is about 80% at the blaze wavelength 5000Å, and the echelle grating with 79 grooves/mm blazed at 63.443 deg. Spectra were acquired through a thinned, back-illuminated (SITE) CCD with 1024 x 1024 pixels of 24 µm size, whose typical readout noise is about 6.5 e − and photon gain 2.5 ph/ADU. The resulting spectral range was approximately from 4300Å to 6700Å (19 orders).
A total of 367 spectrograms, covering 33.5 hours of observation (see Table 1 ), were obtained. The spectrograms were extracted from the CCD images and calibrated in wavelengths by using the NOAO/IRAF package. In the spectral region covered by our observations, owing to the relatively high value of the projected rotational velocity, only the Tiii 4571.917Å line was found completely free from blends of adjacent features, thus suitable to allow a good normalization to the stellar continuum and a study of the line-profile variability. In the spectral region of the selected line the resulting reciprocal dispersion was 0.12 px mm −1 with an effective resolving power of R ≈ 16000, as deduced from the emission lines of the Th-Ar calibration lamp. The integration time for each exposure was set to 5 minutes with a resulting signalto-noise ratio up to 200. This exposure time was optimized in such a way as to avoid phase-smearing effects. Finally, the spectra have been corrected in order to remove the observer's velocity variation due to the Earth's revolution and rotation, and the continuum in the proximity of the line was defined by a linear least-squares fit of two spectral windows selected on both red and blue sides of the line. The atmospheric structure of γ Bootis has been studied by several authors in the last decades (see Table 2 ). Auvergne et al. (1979) found an effective temperature T eff = 8000 K, a surface gravity log g = 3.8 and a projected rotational velocity v sin i = 145 km/s, values adopted later by Kennelly et al. (1992) . More recently, Erspamer & North (2003) , based on Elodie spectrograms, derived for the star a slightly lower effective temperature T eff = 7585 K and values of surface gravity log g = 3.75, microturbulent velocity ξ = 3.1 km/s and v sin i = 123 km/s. The last value is also in good agreement with that reported by Royer et al. (2002) , based on Aurelie spectrograms, who found v sin i = 128 km/s, while Abt & Morrell (1995) derived from CCD Coudé spectra a slightly lower value of 115 km/s.
To determine effective temperature and surface gravity for our star, we proceeded in two consecutive steps: (i) we derived atmospheric parameters by matching the observed flux distribution obtained by joining various data sources collected from the literature and (ii) we refined the values found in the previous step by modelling the observed H β line profile. In step (i), the observed flux (see Fig. 1 ) has been built using the following data:
• IUE spectra processed with the NEWSIPS reduction method taken from INES Final Archive data. The data consist of two high-dispersion spectra (SWP44484RL and LWP25820RL), that we co-added manually for obtaining a unique spectrum covering the 1150-3350Å interval;
• spectrophotometry in the range 3200-7900Å taken from Burnashev (1985) ;
• The resulting spectrum has been de-reddened following the procedure by Cardelli et al. (1989) and then compared to a grid of theoretical fluxes computed by means of ATLAS9 code (Kurucz 1993 ) with convection turned on (l/H = 1.25). The colour excess, E(B-V), needed by the de-reddening procedure has been derived from E(b-y) = 0.01 (Gray et al. 2001 ) using the relation E(b-y) = 0.74 E(B-V) (Crawford 1975) . The starting values of T eff and log g have been obtained from the Strömgren photometry of γ Bootis (Hauck & Mermilliod 1998) according to the grid of Moon & Dworetsky (1985) . The photometric colours have been de-reddened with the Moon (1985) algorithm. From this calculation we found T eff = 7600 K and log g = 3.70.
In step (ii), we compared the observed profile of the H β line with the synthetic one, minimizing the differences between them by using the χ 2 -criterion to evaluate the goodness-of-fit. Errors were estimated as the variation in the parameters which increases the χ 2 by a unit. The observed spectrum we use from here on is the average of all the collected data. The final S/N ranges between 230 and 360.
By adopting the iterative procedure described in Catanzaro et al. (2004) , which takes into account also metal abundances, and by using as input data the values derived in step (i), we obtained the final values: T eff = 7600±150 K and log g = 3.75 ± 0.05, which are in good agreement with those obtained by Erspamer & North (2003) . With these values we then computed the synthetic profile shown in Fig. 2 by means of the SYNTHE (Kurucz & Avrett 1981) spectral synthesis code for a LTE atmospheric model with solar metallicity (Opacity Distribution Function ODF = [0.0]) calculated by using the ATLAS9 (Kurucz 1993 ) stellar atmosphere program.
The projected rotational velocity has been previously estimated by a non-linear least-squares fit of a rotationally broadened Gaussian profile to the average line profile of the Tiii λ4571.917Å. The derived value of 115 ± 2 km/s is in excellent agreement with those previously derived by Royer et al. (2002) and Abt & Morrell (1995) . The calculated values of T eff , log g, v sin i are listed in Table 3 . In order to calculate the atmospheric element abundances of γ Boo we computed the synthetic spectrum of the star in the whole observed spectral region by assuming the above derived values of T eff , log g, v sin i and the microturbulent velocity ξ by Erspamer & North (2003) . We used ATLAS9 (Kurucz 1993) in order to compute the LTE atmospheric model and SYNTHE (Kurucz & Avrett 1981) program in order to identify the observed spectral lines and derive its chemical abundances. The LINUX version of both codes are those implemented by Sbordone et al. (2004) . The values of the oscillator strengths log gf for each spectral line are those published by Kurucz & Bell (1995) and the subsequent upgrading by Castelli & Hubrig (2004) . The derived abundances in terms of solar abundances [X/H] = log(NX/NH)⋆ − log(NX/NH)⊙, assuming the solar values by Grevesse & Sauval (1998) , are reported in Table 4 . For comparison we report also the abundances derived by Erspamer & North (2003) . The deduced uncertainties are typically of the order of 0.1 dex.
As a general result we obtained for γ Bootis chemical abundances quite close to the solar values at least up to Ni (Z=28), a common feature in the abundance pattern of many δ Scuti stars (Yushchenko et al. 2005) . Erspamer & North (2003) stated that in the range of T eff and log g they have considered, errors on abundances are typically less than 0.15 dex. This results allow us to conclude that abundances derived in our study, and reported in Table 4 , are compatible with their values, the discrepancies being always consistent with experimental errors.
Line-profile variations
As mentioned in Section 2, owing to the relatively high rotational velocity of the star, the only spectral line completely free from line-blend contamination, and therefore suitable for a study of line-profile variability, was the Tiii 4571.917Å line.
The Fourier analysis of the Tiii 4571.917Å line-profile variations was performed by adopting the so-called pixel-bypixel method (Mantegazza 2000) , based on the fact that the flux measured at each wavelength bin across a line profile fluctuates with the same period as a wave propagating in the photosphere of the star. Therefore from the whole set of 367 residual spectrograms we extracted 40 time series (as many as the pixels sampling the Tiii 4571.917Å line profile) consisting of the measured fluxes at each wavelength across the line profile as a function of time. The Fourier transform of the resulting time strings was performed by adopting the generalized version of the least-squares multiple sinusoid fit with known constituents , originally developed by Vanicek (1971) . A "global" least-squares spectrum, which contains the contribution to the variability coming -on the whole -from the full set of the time series (i.e. from the whole line profile), is computed iteratively every time a "known periodic constituent" has already been detected and a new n + 1 periodic term is searched for. A simultaneous least-squares fit of n + 1 sinusoids is performed exploring the entire domain of trial frequencies νi, and a power spectrum is generated by defining the global reduction factor:
where pi,j(t k ) is the multi-sinusoidal function adopted to fit the j-th time series, P (j, t k ), sampled at time t k , σn is the global residual variance after the fit of the line-profile variations with the n known constituents, and w k are the normalized weights derived from the S/N ratio of the spectrograms. The frequency νi corresponding to the highest value of RF is then selected as the (n + 1)-th known constituent and the procedure is iterated again until when no dominant peaks appear in the last power spectrum. The technique does not rely on pre-whitening of the data, and amplitudes and phases of the known constituents are recomputed, together with their formal errors, each time a new periodic component has been detected. A more detailed description of this approach can be found in Mantegazza & Poretti (1999) and in Mantegazza (2000) . On adopting the procedure described above, we computed the least-squares global power spectrum by scanning the whole frequency range from 0 up to the Nyquist frequency, which is around 140 c/d, with a spacing of 0.04 c/d. However, all the power spectra reported here have been truncated at 40 c/d since all the significant power appears at frequency well below 30 c/d. The total length of the data set is such that the HWHM of the main power peak in the window function is 0.095 c/d. Fig. 3 reports both the least-squares pixel-by-pixel power spectra without known constituents, which describes the evolution of the variability across the line profile, and the corresponding global spectrum. It is evident in both of them the presence of a prominent periodicity centred at 21.28 c/d, also reported by Kennelly et al. (1992) in their analysis of line-profile variability. A very sharp thread of power corresponding to this frequency extends all over the core of the line profile and beyond, and covers about the 55% of the whole profile. Quite strong daily aliases of the central peak, produced by the limited single-site temporal sampling (see the spectral window in the inset of the figure) distributed over 6 consecutive nights, flank the true frequency. Significant concentrations of power are also present around 12 c/d and 5 c/d. Their distribution across the line profile is discontinuous, but patches of power corresponding to these periodicities are present all across the line profile and extend even towards the line wings.
The extraction of frequencies from the iterative leastsquares fitting procedure was performed paying particular attention to the possibility that the strong daily aliases produced by the single-site sampling of our data, and the limited frequency resolution resulting from the observing baseline, can lead to a wrong identification of the true frequencies.
We computed spectra with an increasing number of known constituents and with various possible combinations of frequencies considering not only the highest peaks (which indeed could be the aliases of the true frequencies) but also contiguous features at ± 1 c/d, following the procedure suggested by . The least-squares fitting procedure described above allowed us to extract iteratively the following independent frequencies, reported in order of detection: 21.28 c/d, 5.06 c/d 12.02 c/d, 18.09 c/d, and 11.70 c/d. It is worth noting that the second frequency extracted is very close to the frequency of the mode photometrically detected by Auvergne et al. (1979) . Fig. 4 shows the pixel-by-pixel power spectra and the corresponding global least-squares spectrum obtained at the end of the iterative procedure when all the known constituents have been removed from the data. Most part of the signal disappeared, but weak residual peaks at low frequencies are still present. A further iterative step of computation, however, did not allow us to identify firmly any additional periodic component. This is probably due to the limited data window of our data set. More observations on a longer baseline might contribute to clarify this point. In order to investigate further the reliability of the 5-frequencies least-squares fit solution, we divided the data set in two subsets 3 nights long (see Table 1 ), and analysed them separately, with the aim of verifying if the same frequencies occur in both subsets. The power spectra without known constituents computed for the two subsets are shown in Fig. 5 ; they appear quite noisy, as expected, but the same three power concentrations detected in the whole data set spectrum are stil present in both subsets. The frequency resolutions of the two subsets are 0.22 and 0.23 c/d, respectively, to be compared with the 0.095 c/d for the complete data set.
Though the separation of data into two subsets is in principle essential for determining the reliability of the identified frequencies, since in our case the data sampling in each subset is poor, only the gross features can be taken into consideration. From an analysis of the power spectra of the two subsets it appears that the main frequency at 21. Although the spectral resolution of our data does not allow any rigourous mode identification, some useful clues for a very broad characterization of the detected frequencies can be derived from the analysis of the phase behaviour across the line profile for each solution of the final multiplesinusoidal fit. Actually it is well known that the phase diagrams give a full and independent representation of the line-profile variability caused by each individual pulsation mode and are considered useful tools for characterizing the detected variability (see ). Only the phase diagrams referring to the components at 21.28 c/d, 18.09 c/d and 11.70 c/d show a clear signature (see Fig. 6 ), lent agreement with that reported by Kennelly et al. (1992) . If we assume again an equator-on geometry, the probability to be detected is higher for sectorial modes (l = |m|) since they are mainly focused at the equator of the star. In this hypothesis the two components at 21.28 c/d and 18.09 c/d should be l = m = 11 and l = m = 9 retrograde modes, respectively. Other interpretations are obviously possible since it has been demonstrated that tesseral modes with l − |m| small, observed at an inclination angle of about 50 degrees, might produce similar moving patterns as sectorial modes observed equator-on (i.e. Schrijvers et al. 1997) . The presence of retrograde modes in δ Scuti stars, though much less frequent than prograde ones, is not uncommon (Mantegazza 2000 , Mantegazza et al. 2001 and Kennelly et al. 1998 . The phase diagram relevant to the term at frequency 11.70 c/d appears compatible with a low-degree prograde m < 0) mode.
In order to catch additional information on the nature of the detected periodicites, we computed the equivalent width and the first three moments (which describe the centre-of-mass velocity of the line, the line width, and the line skewness, respectively) of the Tiii 4571.917Å line profile, as a function of time, following the prescriptions given by Balona et al. (1996) and Schrijvers et al. (1997) . Since the moments are quantities integrated over the whole line profile they are expected to be essentially sensitive to lowdegree modes (l 4). We then analyzed the resulting time series by adopting the software package for Fourier analysis and least-squares multiple-sinusoids fitting, PERIOD04 (Lenz & Breger 2005) to search for periodicities. Useful results have been obtained only from the zero, second and third moments (see Fig. 7 ), while the periodogram of the first moment is quite noisy.
The periodogram of the equivalent width of the line, shows a concentration of power around the frequency ) modes. Moreover, the simultaneous presence of the term at 11.69 c/d in the power spectra of both the second and third moments might allow us to rule out the possibility that the mode might be axisymmetric (m = 0) (Balona 1986 ). As may be expected for high-degree pulsation modes, in the Fourier analysis of the moments there is no trace of neither the components at 21.28 c/d nor at 18.09 c/d, detected in the line-profile variation analysis and interpreted as highazimuthal-order retrograde modes.
A summary of the results obtained is given in Table 6 in which oscillation frequencies, tentative harmonic degree l, and azimuthal order m of the detected modes are listed.
CONCLUSION
The new spectroscopic data of γ Bootis presented here confirm the early detection of the main pulsation component at 21.28 c/d found by Kennelly et al. (1992) to each component supplied useful hints for characterizing the detected variability. In particular, the two terms at 21.28 c/d and 18.09 c/d appear to be high-azimuthal order retrograde modes. In the hypothesis of an equator-on view of the star we suggest a tentative interpretation in terms of sectorial modes for both of them with m = l = 11 and m = l = 9, respectively. The identification proposed for the main component is in general good agreement with the conclusion of the work by Kennelly et al. (1992) . Moreover, the component at 11.70 c/d is probably a low-l prograde mode. The frequency analysis of the first three moments seems to confirm this interpretation and supplies a constraint on m, suggesting that the mode is not axisymmetric. The phase diagrams of the two additional terms at 5.06 c/d and 12.02 c/d are quite uncertain and do not supply any useful discriminant.
The results obtained strongly encourage the planning of new observations with a higher S/N ratio and spectral resolution in order to get an unambiguous discrimination among the possible identifications of the modes by performing a direct fitting of the line-profile variations to pulsational models. Simultaneous photometric observations could also allow to model at the same time the flux variations in the line profiles.
Preliminary calculations of evolutionary models of γ Bootis constrained within the uncertainties of the present parameter determinations indicate that this star has a mass of about 2M⊙ and an age of about 0.9Gyr, an immediate post-main sequence sub-giant star.
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